Stud Contract

Welcome to evergreen Gundogs! We own/Lease some of the best Pudelpointer
genetics available in North America. We are very selective in who we allow to use our
stud dogs because we want the potential pairing to be the best possible match for
producing the quality of puppies we aim for.
We stand firm on our standards for the females we stud to. The females must
have a Utility Prize 2 of 180 Points if she is over the age of 3 years at the time of
breeding to our males. If the female is under 3 years we will allow a Natural Ability prize
as long as it meets the Minimum Standards of the North American Pudelpointer
Alliance. This ensures we are breeding to performance proven females.
The Current Stud Fee of $2,500.00 shall be paid at the time of breeding unless
prior arrangements have been made. Live Cover breedings the stud fee covers 3 ties
per contracted breeding. Artificial Insemination is one breeding by a Licensed
Veterinarian per contracted breeding. The full stud fee applies to litters of 2 or more. In
the event there is only one puppy born $500.00 is kept by us and the remaining
$2,000.00 will be refunded. If the breeding doesn’t take the full Stud Fee will be
refunded.
When it comes to Live Cover breeding, the owner of the Dam is responsible for
any and all costs related to getting the dog to our facilities. The health and wellbeing of
the Dam will be the upmost priority while she is in our care. Live Cover breeding will
also require proof of a negative Brucellosis test and up to date on all vaccinations.
When Artificial Insemination is the preferred method, the owner of the female will
be responsible for any collection and shipment costs of the sample.
This contract is for the pairing of the following dogs:

Sire Name:
Registration#:

DOB:
Bred To

Dam Name:
Registration#:

DOB:

Owner of Dam, Sign and Date below if you agree to these terms.
Print:

Date:

Signature:

Owner of Sire, Sign and Date below if you agree to these terms.
Print:
Signature:

Date:

